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We report on the workshop “Nuclear Isomers in the Era of FRIB”, held at the

Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) at Michigan State University, May 9–20, 2022.

There were 32 participants, 27 formal presentations (including 4 from graduate students

and postdocs) representing institutions from the US, the UK, Germany, and China.

The presentations and numerous discussions covered past and present efforts, both

experimental and theoretical, to study and characterize nuclear isomers. The meeting

clearly demonstrated that isomer studies enable nuclear science and feature prominently

in all four FRIB science pillars: properties of rare isotopes, nuclear astrophysics,

fundamental symmetries, and applications for the nation and society.

Nuclear isomers are metastable states with long half lives (t1/2 ≥ 10−9s)

[1] compared to typical nuclear excited states (t1/2 ∼ 10−12s). In addition to

electromagnetic transitions, isomers may decay via any known weak or strong process

(e.g., β±, baryonic particle emission, spontaneous fission, etc.). Some isotopes contain

isomers more stable than their ground states; the most notable is the longest-lived

known isomer 180mTa (t1/2 > 1016y [2]) that is essentially stable compared to the 8.15-

hour 180Ta ground state. Isotopes can contain multiple isomeric states, and they can

have excitation energies ranging from a few eV (229mTh [3]) to over 10 MeV (208Pb [4],
152Er [5]), well into the particle-decay continuum.

Nuclear Properties

The relative stability of isomers arises from radical differences between their

quantum properties and those of lower-lying states. These properties include spin (J),

projection of spin along an axis of symmetry (K), shape, and seniority (number of

broken nucleon pairs) [6]. This diversity of isomers makes them useful tools to test

and refine our understanding of nuclei across the nuclear landscape. For instance,

microsecond isomers live long enough to be transported and studied in a low-background

environment. Intense isomeric beams accelerated above Coulomb-barrier energies can be

unique probes of nuclear structure in direct reaction studies [7]. Some isomers illuminate

coupling of nuclear and atomic degrees of freedom [8].

Modeling isomers can be challenging. The nuclear shell model enables predictions of

spin traps and seniority isomers, while the liquid drop model can explain shape isomers

and the related K isomers. However, to better understand future data, new models

must be developed. These theoretical guides lead to better targeted experiments, which

in turn feed back into improved theoretical models and better predictions where data

are limited. With the era of FRIB comes an unprecedented opportunity for isomer

exploration and discovery.

Nuclear Astrophysics

Isomeric beams offer the unique opportunity to experimentally determine nuclear

transmutation rates of thermally populated excited states in hot astrophysical

environments. Moreover, isomers that remain metastable in astrophysical environments

(astromers [9]) can affect energy release, nucleosynthesis, and electromagnetic signals

that complement multi-messenger observations. Isomers in different isotopes are
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thermally populated or manifest as astromers under different conditions, so detailed

studies of particular species are required for distinct environments.

The diverse production and destruction mechanisms of astromers and other isomers

necessitate a range of relevant nuclear data, including excitation energies, spin/parity

assignments, decay branching ratios, and properties of nearby excited states. Therefore,

an array of experimental techniques are required to incorporate isomers’ behavior into

astrophysical transmutation rate databases for use in modeling.

Fundamental Symmetries

Isomers’ metastable character affords exceptional opportunities to study the

foundations of our physical universe. Isomers with a strong octopole moment and

opposite parity to their ground state are sensitive to charge-parity reversal (CP)

violation, and hence time-reversal (T) violation [10]. Candidate isotopes have been

identified that await discovery of their isomers. Isomers have also been proposed for

searches of weakly interacting dark matter and topological defect dark matter. For

example, if a dark matter particle induces a transition from a long-lived isomer to a

nearby excited state, subsequent decay radiation could be used as a detection signature.

Applications for Society

An isomer with a suitably long half-life, decay energy, and economical production

mechanism could provide the necessary ingredients for novel applications. Currently, the

most impactful are in nuclear medicine applications such as imaging (99mTc) and cancer

treatment. Growing experimental capabilities and efforts provide immense opportunities

not only for harvesting medical isomers, but also for identifying and characterizing

potential new treatments.

Additionally, long-lived isomers that can be depopulated on demand would be the

essential component in high-energy-density nuclear batteries [11], and ongoing work

aims to open the door to γ-ray lasers [12]. The low-energy isomer in 229Th is a prime

candidate for a nuclear clock that is robust against environmental influence and with

1–2 orders of magnitude greater precision than the best atomic clocks [13].

Resolution

Nuclear isomers are worth studying in their own right because of their far-reaching

impact: they are important aspects of nuclear structure that are difficult to model

precisely using current theoretical approaches, they influence astrophysical processes,

they can be probes of fundamental symmetries, and they have practical applications in

technology.

The new generation of radioactive ion beam facilities—including FRIB—create

enormous opportunities for the discovery, characterization, and use of isomers. We

recommend that facilities enable and the community prioritize isomer research, both as

targeted experiments and as experiments of opportunity.
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